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A  H E R I T A G E  I N  F R A G R A N C E
Hello, I’m Mick Kittredge III, President of the Kringle Candle Company. My family has been in the 
candle business for over 40 years. You may remember my father, Michael Kittredge II, the founder 
of the Yankee Candle Company. His passion for fragrance and quality transformed a small basement 
startup into a highly successful business that became the candle industry model. Many specialty 
retailers would say “things just aren’t the same” or “the candles just don’t smell the same 
anymore.” We realized there was a void in the core candle market and this compelled us to 
begin crafting scented candles once more. Since 2009, we have been the leading manufacturer
of our all-white, exquisitely-scented Kringle Candle brand. 

In 2017, we introduced our first highly-scented 
colored candle brand, Country Candle. The 
original Kittredge family recipe of yesterday
and today, “The way it used to be.”

Country Candle, just like Kringle Candle, 
is made in the USA. incorporating American 
ingredients and handcrafted from start 
to finish in Bernardston, Massachusetts. 
As a family-owned business, our passion  
and love for this craft is what drives us to 
create the world’s best scented candles. 
We emphasize quality above all else. 
It truly is “The way it used to be.”

Mick Kittredge III
President & CEO
Kringle Candle Company & Country Candle
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M A D E  I N
A M E R I C A

At Kringle Candle, we help create and preserve jobs all over the United States and North  
America. Our all white candles fit and flatter every décor and are truly Made in America— 
proudly poured right here in Western Massachusetts.

Our best selling Classic Jars are molded in Ohio, 
the wicks that create the flame are woven/braided  
in New Jersey, the wax that fills them is pumped 
and refined in North America, and the authentic 
fragrance oils that set Kringle Candle apart from 
the crowd are formulated in New Jersey, Florida 
and other parts of the USA.  

Kringle Candle’s unique scents are often based 
on customer suggestions, and scent labels 
(designed by our creative team) are printed 
locally in Massachusetts. From designers to  
lab testers to production people to packagers;  
office teams, warehouse staff, truck drivers and
more, countless jobs are tied to making and  
delivering these components. Our team of  
chandlers puts these domestical ly-created 
parts together with pride and precision—bringing 
you the best candle products—second to none.

kringlecandle.com 3
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KRINGLE CANDLE®

P R O D U C T
K N O W L E D G E
E x p e r i e n c e  t h e  s e a s o n s  w i t h  K r i n g l e  C a n d l e s 

When your customers ask about our various shapes, sizes and styles,  

you have the answers right here on our Product Knowledge page.  

We’ve compared dimensions, net weights, burn times 

and everything else needed to help you sell Kringle  

Candle, the leading manufacturer of all-white candles.

2-Wick Large Classic Jar
22oz - Up to 100 hrs
Dimensions: 4” x 6.75”

0069-00

2-Wick Medium Classic Jar
14.5oz - Up to 75 hrs

Dimensions: 4” x 5”

0067-00

Wax Melt
2.25oz - Re-meltable
Dimensions: 3” x 3.75”

0103-00

PRODUCT KNOWLEDGE

3 Wick Soy Blend Jar
14oz - Up to 45 hrs
Dimensions: 3.5” x 4”

0108-00

DayLight® Candle
1.5oz - Up to 10-12hrs
Dimensions: 2.25” x 1.3”

0045-01
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KRINGLE CANDLE®

SPRING / SUMMER

AGAVE PASTEL
Fresh tangy citrus and a flavorful fusion
of red fruits, wild spices & greens. Floral
aromas mingle perfectly with the soft,  

salty airy aquatics of Agave Pastel.

APPLE CIDER DONUT
Infused with spicy-sweet cider notes  

and a lavish dusting of sweet cinnamon. 
Best of all, this guilty pleasure is  

100% calorie-free!

ANJOU & ALLSPICE
Ripe Anjou pears are dressed with  

allspice, a hint of juniper, and a 
douse of sweet vanilla cream.

BLACKBERRY BUTTERCREAM
An ultra-fluffy buttercream  frosting with 

sweet milk and maple,  cinnamon spice, and 
blackberry essence  with a roasted nutty flair.  

BEAUTIFUL DAY
Energize yourself with hints of ripe guava & 
lemon zest as you gaze out the window, to 

the beautiful day ahead.

AQUA
Bright citrus, marine and bergamo notes 

blend with musk and  sandalwood 
for a fresh, expansive union.

-0717 -0517 -0113

-0332 -1019 -0718

NEW
100% SOY WAX
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KRINGLE CANDLE®

CHERRY CHAI
Juicy  cherries and mouthwatering  red 
berries blend with warm chai spices,  

vanilla, clove and cardamom for a delicious 
twist to a traditional chai scent.

CHERRY BLOSSOM
A authentic botanical fragrance,  

Cherry Blossom celebrates the renewal 
of spring with a promise of luscious 

tart and sweet fruits to come.

DONUT WORRY
This guilt-free scent is  a blend of fruits, 
cinnamon and nutmeg;  topped with 

creamy vanilla icing and  sweet sprinkles.

SPRING / SUMMER

-0724

-0720

-8900

BLUEBERRY MUFFIN
Baked blueberries yield a luscious, fruity 

scent totally different than the fresh fruit. It’s 
matched perfectly with a warm cake note.  

-6000

DESERT OUD
Orange & spicy cardamom. Blended  with earthy 
oud, vetiver &  cedar wood, a smoky and  exotic 
fragrance rich with wood,  incense and jasmine. 

-0719

ESSENTIALS 
Start your day with the uplifting combination

of grapefruit, peach & bergamot to invigorate
& enliven your senses.

-1031

NEW
100% SOY WAX
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KRINGLE CANDLE®

SPRING / SUMMER

CRISP APPLE & SAGE 
Granny smith apple notes with a touch
of citrus and lime. The sage character

is enhanced by a jasmine accord. 

CITRUS AND SAGE
Tangy, bright citrus accords partner with 

green herbal notes to produce a 
relaxing yet uplifting union.

FIJI
Water orchid, green coconut, kiwi blossom 
and Tahitian vanilla are touched with accents 

of pineapple, frangipani and amber.

-0114 -0508

-0494

FAR, FAR AWAY
Far, Far, Away yields cheerful citrus top 
notes with abundant botanicals and an 

exotic wood base full of mystery. 

-0509

EUCALYPTUS MINT
Offers a sweet minty aroma, and  

we’ve blended extra mint and herbal 
goodness for a sensational fresh scent.

-0415

CHERRY TREE 
Close your eyes and escape to the
foot of Mt. Iwaki where the warm

wind tickles your nose with the sweet
smell of the cherry tree blossoms.

-1025

NEW
100% SOY WAX
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KRINGLE CANDLE®

SPRING / SUMMER

FRUIT& FLAKES
Berries, bananas, cinnamon, oh my!

Breakfast is served with this sweet and
savory fragrance - you can almost taste it.     

MARSHMALLOW MORNINGS 
This nostalgic scent will take you back

to enjoying your favorite magically terrific  
cereal to find all the delicious marshmallows.

LEMON LAVENDER
Two powerhouse scents that play well 
together. Bright, luscious lemon meets 

lavish lavender. 

KITCHEN SPICE
A blissful blend of spice 

and everything nice.

-1035

-1050-0429 -0175

FRENCH LAVENDER
Discover the Provence’s purple meadows in 
our calming French Lavender, sure to help 
take you away from the  stresses of the day.

-1400 -1500

FRESH LILAC 
A soft, magical floral recalling the very 

essence of springtime, our delicate 
Fresh Lilac is simple, pure and honest.

NEW
100% SOY WAX

NEW
100% SOY WAX
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KRINGLE CANDLE®

SPRING / SUMMER

HERBAL TEA
Relax your senses with the warming
notes of freshly brewed tea leaves

combined with effervescent shimmers
of white lemon.

-1040

OVER THE RAINBOW 
Sun-sweet watermelon together with notes of 
ripe cantaloupe and watery honeydew with 
sea salt accented by ozone-infused  greens.

-0181

MYSTIC SANDS
An exotic blend of floral highlights  

and spicy aromas of an eastern  
Mediterranean market.

-0359

MIDNIGHT
A sensual swirl of leather, woods, amber 

and moss to create a distinct and 
classically masculine fragrance.

-0337

GREY 
A blend of citrus, florals, exotic woods  
and musk. Undertones of vanilla and  
Tonka bean provide an elegant base.

-0336

GINGERLILY & PALM
Boasts of sparkling citrus notes,  fresh 
pineapple and açaí berries along  with 

white ginger lily, rain-drenched 
pal leaves and white musk. 

-0721

NEW
100% SOY WAX
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KRINGLE CANDLE®

SPRING / SUMMER

ROSEMARY LEMON
Lavish lemon finds its fragrant soul-mate 

when matched with savory rosemary. 

-0379

SUCCULENTS
Perfect for any plant lover, this earthy
scent is a quintessential addition to

your collection of plants and succulents.

-1078

PEONY
Notoriously difficult to replicate, we’ve
found the delightful sweet and lively

essence of peony’s lavishnpink blossoms.

ROSÉ ALL DAY
A bright and bubbly bouquet of citrus 

and floral accords, finished with airy
and sweet champagne notes.

-0115 -0512

WARM COTTON
Light citrus fresh notes, gentle florals and 
traces of musk unite to create the ultimate 

warm cocooning fragrance.

-9400

VANILLA CONE
Buttery-rich, this vanilla adds a sweet 

gourmand note for extra depth 
and intrigue. 

-0380

NEW
100% SOY WAX
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KRINGLE CANDLE®

SPRING / SUMMER

SPA DAY
Have a Spa Day and be cooler than  
a cucumber; adding a mix of mint  

and apple to set the mood.

SICILIAN ORANGE
A citrus bouquet of Sicilian  oranges, 
grapefruits, lemons and  tangerines. 
Flavorfully boosted with herbs  and 

lavender and woody pines.
-0723 -0411

SEA SALT & TONKA
Soft sea  breezes, salty air and wafting 

hints of  citrus, Tonka bean, lavender and 
jasmine.  Finishing with soothing  amber, 

cedar and musk.
-0722

Kringle Candles

are AMAZING! 

Deb B. 

“
”

WISTERIA
Feel the warm summer breeze enveloping 

your nose with the seductive aroma of 
wisteria and night blooming jasmine.

-1089

WATERCOLORS
Lavish floral notes and sweet fruit  

accords with sandalwood and musk 
to create this masterwork.

-9200

NEW
100% SOY WAX
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KRINGLE CANDLE®

FALL / HOLIDAY

AMBER WOOD
Smouldering smokey embers, sweet vanilla, 
and rich bourbon combine to create this 
sophisticated Fall fragrance handcrafted 

for outdoor adventurers.

AURUM & EVERGREEN
Festively blended with pink grapefruit   

and apple infused with pomegranate  and 
cinnamon leaf, Aurum & Evergreen 

is a noble scent.

APPLE LOVE
There is nothing quite like the sweet smell 
of mama’s Fall baking.  The combination of 
apples, elderberries, and sugared fruits will 

make you feel right at home. 

BALSAM FIR
Botanically-accurate woodland 

fragrance evoking cold winter air 
and fresh-cut boughs.

BAVARIAN CHRISTMAS 
Stroll the streets of Bavaria and its en-

chanting Christmas markets.
Christmastime magic!

BLACK PEPPER & GIN
A sparkling, crisp fragrance with notes 
of pine and black pepper, wrapped in 

juniper berries and musk.

-1009 -1011 -0731

-0326 -1018 -0600

NEW
100% SOY WAXNEW

100% SOY WAX

NEW
100% SOY WAX
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KRINGLE CANDLE®

FALL / HOLIDAY

AUTUMN AMBER
Woodsy notes mingle with the sweet 

and tart apple accords on a crisp
Autumn morning. 

AWAY IN A MANGER
The hope and joy of Christmas Day! Bright 
citrus and warm spices mix with comfort-

ing vanilla, musk and cashmere.

AUTUMN ROAD
Experience comfort with this sun-backed, 

earthy blend.  Cocoa, hints of coffee, 
patchouli and wood merge to capture 

the essence of Fall.

CARDAMOM GINGERBREAD
Shimmering Lemon teams up with cardamom 

and ginger for a zesty scent along with 
decadent nutmeg and baked biscotti.

CASHMERE & COCOA 
We spun this wooly soft scent and  

imagined the creamiest cocoa ever.

-0506 -1012 -1015

-0690 -0419

COGNAC & LEATHER
Smooth Cognac melds with warm spices  

and tobacco over balancing  touches of grey, 
vetiver, dark rose  and enduring musk.

-0725

NEW
100% SOY WAX NEW

100% SOY WAX
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KRINGLE CANDLE®

FALL / HOLIDAY

COZY CABIN
Brown sugar, vanilla bean and warm 

cinnamon embrace rich wood notes as a 
smoky inkling adds the perfect touch.

CHRISTMAS CABIN
An inviting scent with pine needles,

cedarwood and citrus, the warm cinnamon 
and clove offers cozy celebration

full of cheer.

CHRISTMAS
This is the fragrance of the holiday

that is awaited eagerly all year.

CLEARWATER CREEK
Watery ozones infused with vibrant 
citrus and glistening herbals against 

weathered woods.

-0112

-0600 -1027

-0507

CRIMSON PARK 
A complex blend of incense, red maple, 

oak and  leather paired perfectly with  
spices,  lavender, eucalyptus and citrus.

-0726

COZY CHRISTMAS
  Warm up with this gourmand treat of

hot buttered rum with clove and vanilla.  
All the ingredients for a Cozy Christmas!

-0420

NEW
100% SOY WAX
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KRINGLE CANDLE®

FALL / HOLIDAY

CHRISTMAS COAL 
A gift of musky Christmas  Coal with 

orange, oriental spices, florals  and pa-
tchouli is bittersweet. 

CHRISTMAS COOKIE DOUGH
Enjoy the creamy butter, brown  sugar 

and vanilla blended in harmony  to make  
Christmas Cookie Dough  a true holiday favorite.

-0732 -0733 

CHRISTMAS STROLL
Inspired by fresh-cut Christmas trees 

and the hot mulled cider served during 
Nantucket’s Christmas Stroll.

-0700

DECK THE HALLS
Cinnamon stick melded with creamy 
Tonka Bean, tangy and spicy cloves, 

sugared almonds and smooth amber.

CRANMARY 
A sweet merriment of sugar frosted 

juniper woods, iced winter berries and 
sparkling cranberry.

-0389-0423

FROSTED  CRANBERRY 
A festive treat that is crisp and 

tart with a sweet surprise.

-0735
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KRINGLE CANDLE®

FALL / HOLIDAY

-0518

GOLD & CASHMERE
Sweet citrus, creamy vanilla & musk, 

maple and sandalwood for a very dreamy 
soft scent. 

HOLIDAY COOKIES
Share this festive recipe of buttery sweet-
ness and frosted with creamy goodness. 

Pass the plate, please…

GOURDGEOUS
Is our elevated version of this Fall staple 

drink, pumpkin spiced latte, boasting notes 
of pumpkin, cinnamon, vanilla enhanced 

with hints of citrus.

JUNIPER & LAUREL 
Eucalyptus,  silver spruce and white juniper 
blended  with the crisp, woody notes of 

cedar,  pine cone and patchouli.

KNITTED CASHMERE
A soft silky scent with warm suede,  neroli 
and lily of the valley woven with  warm 
patchouli, chestnut and  white woods.

LAVA CAKE
A rich blend of dark chocolate, brown 

sugar and vanilla with a smoky kick.

-0423 -1038 -0389

-0736 -0727 -0693

NEW
100% SOY WAX
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KRINGLE CANDLE®

FALL / HOLIDAY

HOLIDAY POP
A yuletide blend of sparkling citrus,   

garnished with cranberries, tart cassis, 
hints of winter rose and sugared amber.

ICED CITRUS
Lemon, peppermint and frosted pine needles 
shine through and mingle with grapefruit 

and verbena root sprinkled with sugar cane. 
Lingering is sweet mint leaves and vanilla.

HOT CHOCOLATE
Deep, rich and filled with true cocoa 

goodness - perfect for warming 
your winter!

MORNING CARTOONS
Will transform you back to early mornings 

slurping up the fruity milk left at the 
bottom of your cereal bowl.

NOVEMBRRR
Comforting earthy aromatic  notes, frosty 
blue lavender and white amber dusted 

with  cool mint and  sparkling citrus.

NORTHERN LIGHTS
  Inspired by the fragrant and cooling air  

from the northern lakes, fresh woods,  
crisp ozone and aromatic herbs collide.

-0735 -4100 -0692

-1053 -0728 -0729

NEW
100% SOY WAX
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-0518

PUMPKIN CHEESECAKE 
All can enjoy and savor the subtle fruity, 
pumpkin spice, floral and warm edible 

flavors from the first to last bite.

RAIL BRIDGE 
A fresh, masculine Fall fragrance starts with 

bergamot and orange peel and blends softly 
with exotic woody notes to complete this 

complex blend.

PUMPKIN PEPPERCORN 
A spicy twist on  a classic pumpkin fragrance with  

peppercorn, ginger root, cassia leaf, apple, 
pumpkin, vanilla  and caramel.

SNOWY BRIDGE
Enjoy bright citron with frosted balsam fir 
and a glitter of crisp juniper. Winter  

jasmine with a blend of vanilla and patchouli.

SPELLBOUND
Sweet fruit and citrus accords encounter 

floral counter notes with an exotic  
musk foundation.

SPICED APPLE
This brings together bubbling baked 

apple, allspice, nutmeg and cinnamon 
notes with a gentle hint of vanilla.

-0694 -0730 -1060

-0695 -0340 -3100

NEW
100% SOY WAX
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KRINGLE CANDLE®

SANDALWOOD & CADE
A mystical mix of pine and eucalyptus 

with earthy spice notes, summoning the 
magic of evergreens shrouded in freshly 

fallen snow.

SNOW-CAPPED FRASER
Authentic botanical fir tree base. 
Hints of warm amber and moss 

further enrich the senses.

SNOWBIRD
Some snowbirds fly South, others relish 
the brisk, crisp snowfall. Winter visitor 
or not, zesty orange, mint, balsam and 
cedar will complement your lifestyle!

STARDUST
Stardust is a heavenly constellation 

of bold florals, warm amber and 
musky woods.

TEA & COOKIES
Enjoy our Tea & Cookies to be shared with 
friends and family! Warm spices and hints 

of jasmine deliver a surprise flavor.

SUGAR PUMPKINS
Is pumpkin forward with warm notes of 

brown butter, cinnamon, clove,
and vanilla.

-1067 -1073 -0101

-0501 -1079 -1081

FALL / HOLIDAY

NEW
100% SOY WAX NEW

100% SOY WAX

NEW
100% SOY WAX NEW

100% SOY WAX
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KRINGLE CANDLE®

VÉLO
This unique fragrance is a tour de force of
sandalwood and patchouli infused with 

leather accord and spice, amber and musk.

WARM & FUZZY
A warm, powdery fleece accord blends 
with cedarwood and a touch of violet 
and rose for a comforting, cozy scent.

TINSEL THYME
White birch, aromatic fir needle and icy 

musk shimmer with an adornment of 
juicy pomegranate and red holly berry.

-0518 -1084 -0519

WINTER WONDERLAND
Take an enchanted walk through  

wondrous winter woodlands and pine.

-0426

FALL / HOLIDAY

NEW
100% SOY WAX

Kringle Candle,

premium candles

and delightful

fragrances. 

Megan S. 

“

”
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KRINGLE CANDLE®

WHITE CHOCOLATE CHAI
Infused with  layers of nutmeg, clove and 
smooth  caramel. Frothed milk and sweet 
cream  make for a delightful lasting finish!

WINTER EVERGREEN
The essence of a winter woods is captured 

by fir balsam, musk, and cedarwood.
Lifted with bright notes of pineapple 

and rosemary.
-0737 -1086

N O R T H E R N  L I G H T S
Inspired by the fragrant and cooling air  from the northern 
lakes, fresh woods,  crisp ozone and aromatic herbs collide   
in this illuminating Northern Lights scent.

-0728

FALL / HOLIDAY

WINTER WONDER
An invigorating scent of snow- covered 

evergreens; the balsam fir needles, pine 
and frosty cedarwood swirl in the snowy, 

airy freshness.
-1087

NEW
100% SOY WAX NEW

100% SOY WAX
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S M A L L  S P A C E  S O L U T I O N S
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DAYLIGHT CANDLE
Twice the size of a tea light, these nifty fragrance powerhouses  
offer a huge fragrance throw and can burn up to 10-12 hours.
When the wax has been spent, the cups are recyclable. DayLights® 
are a perfect way to sample Kringle’s variety of scents in any room, 
with any style! 

Check out all the benefits of DayLights®:
• Big fragrance from a small candle
• Burn up to 10-12 hours all day long
• Fits in a wide variety of cool accessory glassware
• No-fuss cleanup and recyclable containers
• Bright white wax glow
• Low price lets you try many fragrances
• Convenient lid and size make the perfect  
 travel companion

Available in: All Fragrances
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P R O D U C T
K N O W L E D G E

2-Wick Large Jar
23oz - Up to 100-150hrs

Dimensions: 4” x 6.6”

0089-00

2-Wick Medium Jar
16oz - Up to 65-75 hrs

Dimensions: 4” x 5”

0090-00

*DayLight® Candle
1.5oz - Up to 10-12hrs
Dimensions: 2.25” x 1.3”

0092-01

E x p e r i e n c e  t h e  s e a s o n s  w i t h  C o u n t r y  C a n d l e s 
When your customers ask about our various shapes, sizes and styles, you have the answers 
right here on our Product Knowledge page. Each Country Candle is made in America and 
will fill your home with lush, room scenting and always authentic fragrances. We’ve compared 
dimensions, net weights, burn times and everything else needed to help you sell  
Country Candle fragrances of yesterday and today.

PRODUCT KNOWLEDGE

Wax Melt
2.25oz - Re-meltable
Dimensions: 3” x 3.75”

0104-00

*Please note:
Starting with

Country Candle
Fall 2022

DayLight cups 
will be clear cups
with colored wax
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ANJOU & ALLSPICE
Ripe Anjou pears are dressed with  

allspice, a hint of juniper, and a douse 
of sweet vanilla cream. 

BLUEBERRY CREAM POP
Fresh picked blueberries with other 

yummy fruits and sweet vanilla cream, 
Blueberry Cream Pop is a must

summer treat.

BLUEBERRY LEMONADE
Farmstead blueberries  blended with 

raspberries, lemons, apple and lime, and 
a splash of  ginger zest to vanilla and sug-

ared musk.

COCONUT COLADA
It’s Piña Colada but with coconut 

shaken just right!

CITRUS & SEAGRASS
A blend of mandarin, grapefruit, mint, cedarwood, 
& musk that will put you atop the highest sand 

dune, kissed by the ocean breeze.

-0520

-0914 -0738-0517

-0462

COFFEE SHOP
It’s that great wonderful aroma of  

roasting beans and freshly 
brewed coffee.

-0441 

SPRING / SUMMER

NEW
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CILANTRO,  APPLE  & LIME
 The exotic flavor of cilantro with apple  
and a spritz of lime bring texture and  

depth to this citrus herbal scent.

CITRUS & SAGE
 Citrus and Sage’s tangy, bright citrus 

accords partner with green herbal notes 
to produce a relaxing yet uplifting union.

CHERRY BLOSSOM 
Our Cherry Blossom is a lively and 

authentic botanical fragrance, celebrating 
the renewal of spring with a promise of 

luscious tart/sweet fruits to come.
-0459 -0460 -0461

COTTON CANDY CLOUDS
Adrift a dreamy sweet confection of
 sugar-spun Cotton Candy Clouds, 

pink berries and creamy soft vanilla.

-0739

SPRING / SUMMER

COTTON FRESH
Powdery clean, fresh & crisp, like the 

feeling of slipping on cotton clothing or 
into new bed sheets! 

-0463

COUNTRY LOVE
Country love, country life…slow down & 
enjoy the simple pleasures & treasures of 

friendships, family, iced tea & porches.

-0465
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DRAGONFRUIT LEMONADE
A tropical burst of dragon fruit & pineapple 

refreshment! With citrus, coconut and floral 
blossoms in the mix, our recipe is

the essence of summer. 

FIJI
Indulge in this floral fruit medley as water 
orchid, green coconut, kiwi blossom and 
Tahitian vanilla are touched with accents 

of pineapple, frangipani and amber.

HARVEST MOON
Rich notes of plum and sweetness shine 

on through Harvest Moon.

MACINTOSH APPLE 
We picked this variety and produced a 
crisp, tart flavor that honors this most 

popular apple. 

LEMON LAVENDER
Two powerhouse scents that play well 
together. Bright, luscious lemon meets 

lavish lavender.

-0443

-0493 -0940 -0494

-0175 -0445

SPRING / SUMMER

DAYDREAMS
We combined lavish floral notes and 
sweet fruit accords with a just-right 
counterpoints of sandalwood and
musk to create this masterwork.

NEW
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FRESH LILAC 
A soft, magical floral recalling the very 

essence of springtime, our delicate  
Fresh Lilac is simple, pure and honest.

GOLDEN TOBACCO
Pepper and woodsy notes complement 
warm amber and tobacco. Sumptuous 
leather and suede notes round out this 

sophisticated fragrance.

GREY
 A confident blend of citrus, florals, exotic 
woods and musk. Undertones of vanilla 

and Tonka bean provide an elegant base.

NEAPOLITAN SUNDAE
The lovely layering of sweet chocolate fudge, 

velvety vanilla bean & fresh strawberry ice 
cream. Savor every spoonful!

MANGO NECTAR
Sweetly smooth and tangy, yuzu, gardenia, 

coconut milk and  vanilla adds zest to 
Mango, pineapple and  apricot blend. 

-0468 -0496 -0491

-0740 -0966

NEW ENGLAND
Herbaceous greens and soft lavender 

blend with oriental woods, sweet tonka 
bean and ambered mosses.

-0497

SPRING / SUMMER

NEW
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STRAWBERRY WATERMELON
Juicy strawberries paired with peaches   
and watermelon are joined by mango   

and cantaloupe.

PINEAPPLERITA
Poolside or beachside, enjoy Pineapplerita,

reminiscent of a margarita with a boost of  
flavorful fruits, cilantro & sweet earthy accents.

PEACH BELLINI
This refreshing cocktail creation is just 

the right mix of effervescence &
perfect peaches.

SUNDAY FUNDAY
Evoking backyard picnics with friends

& family, refreshing beverages, delightfully 
sweet floral and wild berry aromas.

STRAWBERRY MINT TART
A tantalizing tart filled with fresh strawberries, 
lemon & vanilla. The doughy, flaky crust aroma 

& sweet cream will leave you wanting more!

PARADISE BREEZE
Lush  palm leaves, fresh banana &   

coconut water. Blooming florals with  
rich Tonka Bean and sweet vanilla  sugar.

-0741

-0989

-0479 -0972

-0743 -0991

SPRING / SUMMER

NEW

NEW NEW
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SALTED WAFFLE CONE 
Rainbow sprinkles  over sea salt caramel 

sauce over a generous scoop of  
vanilla  bean ice cream!  

SPIRAL ALOE
This Spiral Aloe will soon turn into a favorite 
as the combined green, dewy leaves, water 
flowers with musk & amber offer a subtle, 

warming fragrance.

PINOT NOIR 
Light with sweet berry notes, this perfect 

Pinot Noir is rousingly romantic! 

-0481 -0742 -0985

SPRING / SUMMER

NEW

SUMMERSET
A combination of sweet pear, smoky 
sandalwood, amber & creamy vanilla 

that will soothe & relax the soul.

SUNSHINE & DAISIES
Enjoy the nature of the happiest of  
flowers. Daisies bring sunshine and 

bright bold colors to our everyday lives.

-0487 -0521

SWEET STUFF
Citrus, Rose Damas  Jasmine, coconut, 

sandalwood and Tonka Bean add to the 
soft, sweet floral essence  of Sweet Stuff.

-0744
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WATERMELON POPS
Is ultra-refreshing with sweet

watermelon, tangy lime & a sprig 
of fresh mint.

VANILLA ORCHID
You’ll have that bakery smell throughout as 
we’ve extracted a true vanilla aroma from 

this fruitful flower. 

VANILLA CUPCAKE
So light yet creamy with wafts of 
vanilla goodness; exactly like a 

vanilla cupcake. 

WARM APPLE PIE
Mouth-watering aroma with sweet 
apples, butter and spices straight  

from the oven…á La Mode!  

TROPICAL WATERS
A colorful collage of exotic fruits  

carries you to tropical islands.

-0488

-0489

-0450 -0451

-1005

NEW

I bought my first

Country Candle today  

and I want to say,

I love it! 

JOE W.

“

”
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AUTUMN REFLECTIONS
A perfect blend of the comforts of Autumn. 
Rich nutty aromas of pumpkin puree infused 

with clove and cinnamon.

ALPINE RETREAT
 A blend of crisp balsam, cedar, ivy and 
oud landscaped with patchouli, frosted 

mistletoe and fallen pinecones.

APPLE CIDER CAKE
Crisp apple halves, pear, sugar & spice 

with creamy caramel butter.

APPLE CINNAMON MUFFIN
Bite into this delicious Fall muffin blended

with sweet, crisp apples and swirls of
cinnamon.

BABY, IT’S COLD OUTSIDE
It may be cold outside but this fragrance is 
warm with sandalwood and musk, balanced 
with sweet citrus, berry and vanilla notes.

BALSAM & CEDAR
Beautiful balsam and earthy cedar  

combine for a relaxing, fresh woodlands 
aroma perfect year round.

-0621 -0622 -0906

-0908 -0516 -0438

NEW

NEW
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CANDY CANE CASHMERE
Enjoy the fresh, crisp scent of cooling

peppermint and eucalyptus with hints of
balsam fir, coconut and a shimmer of vanilla.

CANDY CANE LANE 
Enjoy light as air meringue  filled with cool 
frosted peppermint,  vanilla sugar and a  

dusting of  sweet cocoa.

CANDY CANE CHEESECAKE
Lemon zest, creamy caramel, mint, maple butter 
with brown sugar and cacao. Candy cane and 

vanilla are tastefully throughout.

-0624 -0922 -0752

BALSAM FIR
Cozy evergreen forests of pine, firs, 

spruce & cedars make up the landscape 
of this rich, robust and spirited scent.

BLUEBERRY FRENCH TOAST
Blueberry is paired  with Cassis & Citron, Brown 
Sugar, Granola & Oats , Vanilla, Almond & Cassia 

Root creates a harvest aroma. 

-0456 -0745

BLUEBERRY MAPLE
A New England-made maple syrup is
smoothly blended with vibrant freshly

picked blueberries, drizzled over a
stack of fluffy pancakes.

-0916

NEW

NEW
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CARAMEL CHOCOLATE
Golden toffee, citron &  molasses. The warm 

melted fudge, caramel & brownie, creamy white 
chocolate as tonka beans sweetens this treat.

BOHEMIAN HOLIDAY
A mix of fir needle, bright orange and 

blue cypress is tantalizing. Bold woods, 
raspberry hints and sweet Tonka and 

sugared vanilla.

BUTTER CROISSANTS
A waft of warm oven air releases the sweet

scent of freshly-baked, buttery, flaky
croissants. One sniff and
you’ll be craving more!

CANDY APPLES
A fairground favorite treat, our candy
apples are sweet and tart with a little
hint of spiciness for a mouthwatering

combination.

CHEERS
The very best of wishes…this lively scent 
beckons us to celebrate life wherever it 

leads us. Here’s to you.

CHRISTMAS IS HERE 
Brings bright tangerine and citrus  notes 
with lavender, cassia and  eucalyptus;

woodsy balsam fir, cedarwood and amber.

-0623 -0917 -0920

-0625 -0458 -0753

NEW NEW
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FIRST FALLEN SNOW
Vibrant with  berries and citrus blended 

with clove  leaf. Fresh cut bayberry traces 
of wintermint and cool raspberry . 

CHRISTMAS TIME IN THE CITY
Transform your fireplace mantle and

experience holiday warmth with wood-
land scents, lavender, berry sprays and 

balsam through the season.

CINNAMON BUNS
Crushed cinnamon  sticks meld with 
creamy tonka, spicy clove,  sugared 

almond and smooth amber.

FRESH ASPEN SNOW 
Crisp snowfall and soft florals in fresh

morning air and fir balsam,
cedarwood & musk.

CHRISTMAS MARKET
A festive blend of citrus and rich spices 

celebrate the senses and warm vanilla sugar 
permeates throughout.

FROSTED  CRANBERRIES
A festive treat that is crisp and tart 

with a sweet surprise.

-0755

-0626

-0628 -0469

-0930 -0746

NEW
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FROSTY BRANCHES
Frozen orchards will come to mind with 
citrus notes of grapefruit and orange 
mingled with cedarwood and moss.

COCONUT & MARSHMALLOW
Delve into yummy, toasted coconut & 

marshmallow with cinnamon,  
buttercream, sweet vanilla & pralines.

COZY CABIN
Brown sugar, vanilla bean and warm cinnamon 

accords embrace rich wood notes as a 
smoky inkling adds the perfect finish.

CRANBERRY ORANGE
Fresh tart cranberry and mandarin is 
 enhanced with a zest of lemon as 

clementine, strawberry and pomegranate  
brightens Cranberry Orange.

GINGERBREAD LATTE
 At the heart of this delectable drink is 

vanilla, almond milk and marshmallow with 
hints of chocolate, coffee and cinnamon.

GOLDEN MUMS & HONEYCRISP
Sheer spices and orange blend with  honey-

crisp apple and blooming mums  on a base of 
tonka bean and vanilla.

-0627 -0466 -0754

-0495  -0629 -0747
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HOLIDAY CAKE
You’ll want more than a morsel of zesty, 
chocolatey Holiday Cake! Fruit forward 

with just the right amount of spice for an 
irresistible holiday indulgence.

HOLIDAY SWEETS
Is like going to grandma’s for the holidays. 
Fresh baked sugar and snowball cookies 

combine to make this a sweet,
delicious fragrance.

MERRY CHRISTMAS
Warm spicy top notes, fresh sweet woodsy 
base and touches of cinnamon bark artfully 

brought together.

MAPLE SUGAR COOKIE
Maple, caramel and buttercream are com-
plimented with citrus and undertones of 
vanilla, cocoa and fresh baked cookie.

-1008

-0630 -0442

-0952

KETTLE CORN 
Freshly popped, our combination of

caramel, chestnuts and roasted pecans with 
a glazed maple drizzle is enjoyed anytime!

-0959

GOLDEN PATH
Walk down an earthy path, citrusy with a 
masculine edge. This is a scent experi-
ence you have to savor for yourself to 
appreciate the subtle complexities!

-0948

NEW NEWNEW

NEW
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MILK & COOKIES
The excitement and anticipation of Santa’s arrival 

is in the air with the scent of warm, freshly 
baked cookies and a tall glass of milk.

MOUNTAIN CHALET
A seasonal cozy scent with aromatic  fir needle 
and balsam blend with  smoked woods, a hint

of clove,  warm amber and sandalwood.

HOME FOR CHRISTMAS
Warm clove-accented top notes, fresh 
pine base notes and touches of spice 
and floral artfully brought together. 

JINGLE ALL THE WAY
Resplendent with the sweet fruit and bright 
citrus accords, merrily balanced by warming 

spices and wood notes.

-0453 -0473

-0962 -0757

HOLLY MISTLETOE
Our Holly & Mistletoe will be your holiday 
tradition! A combination of fruits, florals 

and earthy greens produces a truly 
enchanting experience.

MIDNIGHT SNOW
Ozone-freshened spearmint envelops  

evergreens & peppercorn with spicy  citrus 
on verdant moss & sweet musk.

-0756

-0953

NEW

NEW
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-0982 -0501 -0502

SANCTUARY
Dark, warm, and sensual with a blend of

sweetness and smokey tobacco leaves, this scent 
delivers an exotic character.

STARDUST
Stardust is a heavenly constellation of bold 

florals, warm amber and 
musky woods.

NATIVITY
Bask in the calm and comfort of the 
shepherds and wise men. Soft cash-

mere, amber, and sparkling citrus create 
a vibrant yet cozy fragrance.

OL’ SAINT NICK
Red cedar and smooth vanilla musk  

combined with invigorating citrus over  am-
ber and soft touches of dark  sandalwood.

MOUNTAIN SUNRISE 
Magical and exhilarating scent of  
woodsy pines, dewy florals and 

luminous snow.

-0452 -0965 -0758

SUGAR COOKIES
Sugary vanilla and tonka bean base with a 
baked cookie note. These notes are com-

bined with a white musk accord. 

NEW

NEW
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TINSEL THYME
White birch, aromatic fir needle, and icy 

musk shimmer and sparkle with juicy
pomegranate and red holly berry.

‘TWAS THE NIGHT
Rich fruited woods gather with touches

of red berries interwoven with bits of
star anise and creamy magnolia.

PUMPKIN FRENCH TOAST
A hardy pumpkin with cinnamon, brown 
sugar and nutmeg. Golden toffee blends 

with maple butter and classic vanilla extract.

PUMPKIN WAFFLE CONE
A gourmand creation of pumpkin,  

gingerbread and apple crisp wrapped  with
butter cream and  spicy sweetness!

-0696 -0748

-0518 0503

PEPPERMINT TWIST
Those classic red and white swirled candies 
have always created a frosty mint sensation. 
Peppermint Twist fills the air with that same 

fresh goodness.

SWEET POTATO PIE
Sweet potato puree, brown sugar and
 holiday spices infused with dark rum,  

creamy vanilla bean and candied maple.

-0749

-0480
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WINTER SANGRIA
Sparkling Pomegranate, dark plum and  
tart apple peel, blackberry and orange.  

Cashmere, musk, sugar cane and fresh mint.

VIN BRULÉ
Is an Italian-style mulled wine with a 

fruity aromatic blend resting on a bed 
of sugar crystals and sheer musks to 
complete this magic seasonal scent.

WARM & FUZZY
A warm, powdery fleece accord blend 
with white cedarwood and a touch of 
violet and rose for a comforting and 

cozy winter scent.

TWILIGHT TONKA
This warm and inviting scent of bergamot   

and fig fruit dance on velvety vanilla  
and blonde woods.

-0750 -0999

-0631

-0519

NEW

Transported into 

beauty and

candlelight…

JEAN B. 

“
”
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WARM CIDER SANGRIA
Juicy wedges of  Red Delicious  

simmered with  spicy cinnamon, nutmeg,  
and a sprinkle of clove buds,  sweetened 

with drizzles of buttery caramel.
-0751

WELCOME HOME
Friendly spices, a touch of baking bread 

and hearth-side aromas evoke reassurances  
of homecoming and sanctuary found.

WINTER’S NAP
Pull yourself under the covers with this 
unique blend of soft and cozy to give 

you the perfect Winter’s Nap.

-3500 -0505

O L ’  S A I N T  N I C K
Red cedar and smooth vanilla musk  combined 
with invigorating citrus over  amber and 
soft touches of dark  sandalwood.

-0758
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Now we offer resellers the ultimate DayLight® profit center with this countertop 

unit with swivel base. Totally browsable and sure to trigger impulse buys, it’s 

the perfect sales-generating piece.

• Conveniently displays (18) 12-packs of DayLights

• Swivel base

• 19”W x 24”H

The Holiday season is here
and there’s no Faster, Safer
or Easier way to light your fire
than with Kringle Firestarters.
Create a merry blaze in mere 
minutes. Simply place the 
firestarter below the wood and 
touch a match to the edge of 
the cup long enough to begin 
burn ing .  Kr ing le  Candle
24-pack Firestarters makes for 
a perfect gift too!

FIRESTARTERS

Countertop DayLight® Spinner Display

4 3kringlecandle.com
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